Benji Bruce started as a mentalist at 10 and began building a business at 13. He
built his entertainment business to a point where companies like Remax, AAA,
Hilton, Furniture First, Best Buy, and several other companies were flying him all
over the world to perform.
Eventually, Benji was getting asked to speak so he combined his mind reading
demonstrations with a powerful speaking message on How To Stay Sharp & Stay
Ahead.
Instead of just getting on stage to speak, Benji would blow an audience away using
mind reading so they could be more engaged with the presentation.
Benji Bruce grew up in a single parent home with 2 siblings. Unfortunately, they
didn’t have much money so when he began as an entertainer, he had to figure out
how to make it on his own.
With tons of support from his mom, Benji started performing in restaurants when
he was 13 (his mom had to drive him). He then began reading more and more
business books so he could take his hobby and turn it into a real business.
Eventually, he built a business that allowed him to travel the world and he was
getting asked to speak on stages and appear on TV.
Benji Bruce was subconsciously reprogramming his mind to grow his entertainment
business into a powerhouse. He used techniques he learned as a mentalist and
applied them to his own psychology to make him more business-oriented…but you
never would have guessed it.
Benji Bruce gets inside people’s heads and kept it all to himself for a while. He
would see what makes successful people tick and he would apply it to his own
business.
As a speaker, Benji now demonstrates how powerful people Stay Sharp & Stay
Ahead. He reveals the mental strategies that are programmed into successful
people...
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Testimonials
"I now see what everyone's talking about. It was just incredible!"
- AAA.

"OH MY GOD...have you seen that Benji Bruce bloke? It's freaky. I don't think
he's from this planet but he's amazing."
- BBC News .
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